
To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area In Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru VIllage". 
With-this letter; I affirm my support the "Peru VIllage" offlcli:d aesigna!iohattlie prOposed area at 
VIne St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. In Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural Inclusion In Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which Is one of the most mullioullural cities In the world. 

"Hollywood Is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But it can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru VIllage" will add an Important 
oulturailngredlent that wlll attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru VIllage" wltli the golden ancient history of Its country of origin and its strong 
nowadays e.conomy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
of the "Peru VIllage" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru VIllage" name will be an Important step for this thrMng community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture In LA. an opportunity to promote Cross-Gutturalism in 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope In Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new Investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused In our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless posslbilllies to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmarl< in Hollywood nowadays, Is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 
Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour In time 
and space. Peru VIllage also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help Increase the number of people coming to visii us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru VIllage" Initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood In my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural Inclusion of the thriving and 
hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

Name: .. /f..0. .. C4..?.~ .......... . ---- . 
• ~ ,.;,;-">-

Buslnes~~ ............ ...... Cf:l&F~ 

Date: .... 7 .. l/.::. {!~ ........ .. 
c 

. ~---J--~-:1 
~ Armando Casltro 

~ 1253 N. ~me Stre #3 
~ (Corner of Vine & Fountain) 

ft· ~ Hollywood, Ga 90038 't· @> A\)_ Pltouet (328) 871-861 2 
-• 'If II)"'. -- Fn« (828) 871·0968 

·'Cuban fop) Jtf !f<f {3e4' www.elfloddiw. cotn 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area in Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at 
Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But it can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an important 
cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of its country of origin and its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism in 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark in Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 
Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and 
hard-working Peruvian Community. 

:::::::: .... if.«44:..~.~·'···· Name:.//J.(.?..d. .... &.U.N..fl ................... . 
Business Name :I.A//.£ ... &!.Tfl!!..(~.T.. ........ .............................................. . 
Address .. 5..e.?. ?.Q"" .!!!/./I rx:.::: .. f; .... &!..1./lc r 
.. ?.:A .. : ..... C,/1. .. ~ ..... 9.J?..??. ... ?!.J...................... Date: .. ().?..~ ... ?..t/-:: ... /3. ......... . 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area In Los 

Angei<Js, to pename~ ·:Peru Village". 
With this letter, 1 affirm my support the "Peru Village" offiCial designation at the proposed area at 

Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. 

As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion In Los Angeles of every community that 

forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multlcultural cities in the world. 

'Hollywood Is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But it can 

offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an Important 

cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru VIllage" with the golden ancient history of Its country of origin and its strong 

nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revltalizatlon 

of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 

Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an Important step for this thriving community, a well 

deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism in 

this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 

community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian 

American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 

proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark in Hollywood nowadays, Is a must go place to 

every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 

Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour In llme 

and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 

will help increase the m1mber of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru VIllage" Initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 

neighborhood In my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and 

hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

Name: .. /A (.lf.(/..7.1::1 .... r:;;;;,; {.r.!. ~ r. .. .. . 
Business: .l.'¥..f..U.$. ;J. .... 15../(.'!.i'i'. ........... .. 

Date: ... 3/i...i5../f..J.. ............... .. 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area in Los 

__ Ang!'l.les. 19 b<~n.!tr®cl "Per_u Vlll~gEI"· _ _ _ _ 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at 

Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. In Hollywood. 

As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion In Los Angeles of every communl\y that 

forms part of one of this city, which Is one of the most multicultural cities In the world. 

"Hollywood is a unique place that Hve up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But It can 

offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an Important 

cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area, 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of its country of origin and Its strong 

nowadays_ economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 

of the "Peru VIllage" proposed area, as well as the_ US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well 

deserved recognition to a hispanic culture In LA, an opportunltyto promote Cross-Culturalism In 

this ever-growing Kaleidoscope In Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 

community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new Investments, the Peruvian 

American buying power focused In our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 

proposed area. 

''The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark In Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 

every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 

Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour In time 

and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 

will help Increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" lnltiative, and hope that my Hollywood 

neighborhood In my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural Inclusion of the thriving and 

hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ....... L.odo. ... L~-k. .......................... . 
Business: ........ F.Jw:l\~ .. :x1Q.cf.Y.) 
D t . '0//<I;< /'+ .,-/"'2 a e ...... ,.~-;;hf.,,,,.,,.J,.f.~j.J·I."":(;_ .. In:;.,, .••. 



To whom It may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area in Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at 

· · Vine St., between Melrose Ave. &Slitise!Bivd. in HollywOOd: · · ····· ········ · · · · 
Ps an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural lnoluslon in Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But It can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an important 
cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village'' With the golden ancient history of Its country of origin and its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an Important step for this thriving community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture In LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturallsm in 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope In Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new Investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark In Hollywood nowadays, Is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 
Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural Inclusion of the thriving and 
hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

I I J Yelena l:erner W, . StoreManager 

WILSHIRE BE=~ENTER 
124'1 N. Vine St., Hollywoolt, CA 90033 

323~63-6801 
Moo.·Sll. 9 a.m.·1 p.m. 

Sun. ll a.m.·S o.m. 



To whom It may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area In Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village", 

. IJVit~ this letter, I affirm my supporttJ:!e"Peru Village" official designation at theproposedarea at . 
Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. In Hollywood. 
N3 an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion In Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities In the world. 

"Hollywood Is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. Built can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an Important 
cultural Ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of its country of origin and Its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
of the ''Peru ·Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name wlll be an important step for this thriving community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture In LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Cuiturallsm In 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope In Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused In our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theafer'' the most visited landmark In Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the oonoept of 
Hollywood Itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" Initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood In my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural Inclusion of the thriving and 
hard·worklng Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

\C. D.IL{..o -y--:,.t+~r't>vA.J 
Name:., ........................................................ . 

<:;A 't;;"i;;;C.OI"\-$-\ (\.J > 
Business: ..................................................... : 

')...1~-1..:1 
Date: ............................................ .. 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area in Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 
With this letter, I aftlrm_mys[Jppor( the"Peru VIIIC!ge: official cjesigllation at the prop()sed area at. 
Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural Inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which Is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood Is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But It can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an Important 
cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of its country of origin and Its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
ofthe'"Peru ·VJJiage" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an Important step for this thriving community, a wall 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Cuituralism in 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theafer" the most visited landmark In Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 
Hollywood Itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour In time 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and 
hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

fmm•~~--~ 
Buslness: ..... I:h .. : ... f...t4 .. t~ 
Date: .... : ... ~\ .. -t-q?.{.& ...... 

Dr, Fronk ILEM Jr. 

1253 VIne Str~et 
Suite #!8 

Hollywood, CA 90038 
(Comer of Fountain & l1ne) 

Office (323) 464-0489 
H II d •- ·1 D Fax (323)464-2302 a ywoo n•m• y entlst•y Emergency (323 848·4506 

Cell Phone (818) 489-8739 
emaif: holfywoodtoothdoc@yahoo.!:om 



To whom It may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area In Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at Vine st., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd: in HoliywoocC · · ·· · ··· · · · ·· · ··· ··· · · ··· ····· · 
Ps an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion In Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But it can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an Important 
cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of Us country of origin and Its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an Important step for this thriving community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture In LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism in 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope In Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new Investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused In our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater'' 1he most visited landmark In Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 
Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, f fully support the "Peru Village" Initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood In my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and 
hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

N'm'•m••Q.7.~···· 
Business: .. k\9..\-&.'-;,:~R.'?.:\?. ..... :\?0~~~\?-PlL\CRS 

Date: ..... z[l.f¢{~2, ...................... . 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the frrst Peruvian geographic area in Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village", 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at 
Vine st, betweeTl Melrose Ave. &Sunset Blvd. hi HollyWood. · 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural Inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which Is one of the most multicultural cities In the world. 

"Hollywood is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, light down to the sign. But it can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an important 
cultural Ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of Its country of origin and Its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the. revftalizatlon 
of the "Peru Vill<1ge" proposed area, as well as the US economy, 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturallsm in 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope In Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new Investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark In Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood, The Chinese Theater does not change the concejJt of 
Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in lime 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support !he "Peru Village" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood In my oity of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural Inclusion of the thriving and 
hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area in Los 

Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at 
Vine st., between Melrose Ave. & sunset Blvd. In Hollywood. - · ··· ··· ·· ·· · · ··· ··· ·· 

Ps an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural Inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that 

forms part of one of this city, which Is one of the most multicultural cities In the world. 

"Hollywood is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But it can 

offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an Important 

cultural ingredient that will attract more vlsltors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of Its country of origin and Its strong 

nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revltallzatlon 

of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thrivlng community, a well 

deserved recognition to a hispanic culture In LA. an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturallsm in 

this ever-growing Kaleidoscope In Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 

community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new Investments, the Peruvian 

American buying power focused In our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 

proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theaier" the most visited landmark In Hollywood nowadays, Is a must go place to 

every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 

Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour In time 

and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 

wilt help Increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 

neighborhood In my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural Inclusion of the thriving and 

hard-wori<lng Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

~.m •• L'.r'"~ .1/<t..'f!f.r ~--;-A 
Business: . ..!. .~.i. ..... ,A!:..?!:J.iX.~.'!.!. ... :.S:;y C 1-& ( \J<).A. 

Date: .. .f.":k ........ /J .... ...... 3:. ?.. ~] 

'fBI! Al!THI!RJUS SOC!IlTY 

Brian C. Keneipp 
E.tecutive Director 

6202 Afton Place 
Hollywood, CA 90028 
Pho11e: (323) 465-9652 
Fax: (323) 462-5!65 
EmaJi; briau@aetherius.org 

www.aetherius.org 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to 'Qesignate the first Peruvian geographic area In Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village" .. 
With this letter, I affirm mysupporMh~ "Peru Village" official designation attheproposed area at 
Vine st., between Meirose Ave. & $unset Blvd. In Hollywood. · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ·· · 

k. an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion In Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which Is one of the most muHicultural cities in the wort d. 

"Hollywood Is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign, But it can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an Important 
cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of its country of origin and Its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an Important step for this thriving community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism In 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new Investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused In our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark In Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 
Hollywood Itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help increase the number of people coming to visit us, 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural Inclusion of the thriving and 
hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ..................... ................................ . 

Buslness: .. ~ .... ,{~./.Jt__-
Date: ..... f.::.~ f..$. .. : . .(.~ .................. . 



To whom It may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area In Los 

Angeles, to. Pe n<~mect .. "PaLl! Vill<~ge';. 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru VIllage" official designation at the proposed area at 

Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. In Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion In Los Angeles of every community that 

forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood Is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But it can 

offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I beHave that "Peru Village" will <~dd an Important 

cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to !his area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of Its country of origin and Its strong 

nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 

of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well 

deserved recognition to a hispanic culture In LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism in 

this ever-growing Kaleidoscope In Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 

community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian 

American buying power focused In our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 

proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark In Hollywood nowadays, Is a must go place to 

every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 

Hollywood Itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time 

and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 

will help Increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" Initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 

neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and 

hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

\1 ~ !\[; ~ I } 

Name: ..... / .. !:\~g~~~ ..... l:f..Jff:::.~':Lt'( 
Buslness: .. f7.0'1./.'Y..~'::. .... P:.:1.t.(..~L ... 
Date: ... U;!. .. ::::.L!J. .. ~ ... fJ.. ....... . 



As part of a growing !lumber of Peruvian~ Americans ii\ling alldworkirig in [os Angeles we are . 

excited to be culturally included in this great city. Hollywood Is an Important City to Los Angeles 

and to the world. Peruvians have a historic tie to Hollywood with large waves of immigrants 

coming to Vine Street and being part of the Hollywood mural. We are a unique community with 

a culturally diversity that mirrors that of Los Angeles. 

Hollywood is going through many changes and many are positive. The changes are happening 

visually, culturally and economically and Peruvians living in the area have had a front row seat 

to these changes. We want to help preserve the magic, the glamour and historical significance 

that Hollywood has always had. 

We are part of the solution. People who live in Los Angeles know what Hollywood really looks 

like on a day-to-day basis. We have tourists who have a vision of what Hollywood is and we 

want to make sure that anyone who comes to Hollywood gets the Hollywood experience. We 

are here to help enhance the look of this iconic city, preserve its historical remnants and move it 

forward to compete in the 21st Century Globallzed and interconnected world which we are living 

in today. 

I fully support the "Peru Village" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood neighborhood in my city 

of Los Angeles wlll welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and hard-working Peruvian 

Community. 

I am Peru Village LA and I hope you are tool Big change starts with a vision and the community. 

It takes a village, Peru Village. 

· et~./~ r'\. d l? Bus1ness ...... ; ........................................... . 

Date ..... ~/(~ .. / ... ·~I) 

·s·ct 
. r 



To whom It may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area in Los 

Angeles, to be named .. ''Peru Village". 
Wlth this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at 

Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. In Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural Inclusion In Los Angeles of every community that 

forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities In the world. 

"Hollywood Is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. Built can 

offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an Important 

cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of Its country of origin and its strong 

nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 

of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well 

deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism in 

this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 

community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian 

American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 

proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark in Hollywood nowadays, Is a must go place to 

every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 

Hollywood Itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time 

and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 

will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" Initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 

neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and 

hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ... ::f~.'.~ ........... H;-··· ...... 6~· .. ~ 
Business: ...... ~i?.-f.b,'::':' .. ~~ ...... $..~_j)""'s- •'Y..'-

Date:.~.: .... ..f..£ ... : .... ~9,/.3 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area In Los 

Angeles,JobenaiTJed "PeruVillar;~e". . ... 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at 

Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that 

forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood Is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But It can 

offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an important 
cultural ingredient that will attract m·ore visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of its country of origin and its strong 

nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 

of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well 

deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturallsm In 

this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 

community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian 

American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 

proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark In Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 

every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 

Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time 

and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 

will help Increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru VIllage" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 

neighborhood In my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural Inclusion of the thriving and 

hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ... A..!:': .... !'::: ... .R. .. ,'!?.;. ,.r,!, .? ....... !J. f.!! HtJ _5 

Business:·' .P.. f....f. ... t;,. .. ~.:!!. . .&!. ..... .. ~.Zt~. I? i8 

Date: .. .!. ... :X-:.:: .... 9. .... :\ ..... :::-.... /-3 



To whom II may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area in Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 

· Wlttfthls letter, ·1 affirm my support the "Peru Village" offiCial aesignilliot\ at the proposed area at· 
Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which Is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood Is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But It can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an important 
culturallngredlenllhat will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of !Is country of origin and Its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an Important step for this thriving community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture In LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturallsm in 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused In our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark in Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 
Hollywood Itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" Initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and 
hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area in Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village", 
Willi this lel.ter, 1 affirm mY support tfie "Pifrl! vnra£fe" officialdesigna!!on at the proposed area at · 
Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But it can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an important 
cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of Its country of origin and its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture In LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism In 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope In Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused In our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater'' the most visited landmark in Hollywood nowadays, Is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 
Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" lnlliative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood In my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and 

hard-working Peruvian Community. 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area In Los 

Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 
· Witn thfsletter, 1 affirm my support the "Peru Village" official aesighatlon atthe proposed area at 

VIne St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural Inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that 

forms part of one of this city, which Is one of the most multicultural cities In the world. 

"Hollywood Is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But It can 

offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and l believe that "Peru VIllage" will add an important 

cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

l believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of its country of origin and Its strong 

nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 

of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 

Obtaining the "Pertr Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well 

deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism In 

this ever-growing Kaleidoscope In Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 

community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian 

American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 

proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater'' the most visited landmark in Hollywood nowadays, Is a must go place to 

every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 

Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in lime 

and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 

will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" lnltlatlve, and hope that my Hollywood 

neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and 

hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

Name: ......... ;-::ArY:I ....... Jr..(d ................... .. 

'&'L V2lAJvttto f..ltAf2.f-B1 
Buslness: .... ~.

7 
... ~";/~ ............................. .. 

Date: .......... ~ .. ............................... . 



To whom It may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area In Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at 
vfna st., betWeen MelroseAve. & stinseCBivcl. iriHollywaoa:- · ·· ··· · · · - · 
k. an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this olty, which Is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood Is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But it can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an important 
cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of Its country of origin and its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism in 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new Investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused In our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most vislted landmark In Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 
Hollywood Itself but adds mote to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tout In time 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" Initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural Inclusion of the thriving and 
hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

Name:.~N..':). ..... JC..~.:Y,:k.:.v...c, 
Business: ..... V .. :.r/..b. .... J!J..r?.b..J...j. .. 

Date: ..... . 7if.. .:. ./. Ji..c. .... U ...... .. 



To whom It may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area In Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at 
ViliifSt.; betWeen Melrose Ave~ & sunset Blvd~ln Hollywood. · · 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion In Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. Built can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an important 
cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of Its country of origin and Its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an Important step for this thriving community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism in 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new Investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark In Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 
Hollyv.l6od itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour In time 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help Increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" Initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood In my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the oullural inclusion of the thriving and 
hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

Name: .... lf.:f!:!.r.:y. ... /i.~/.<;;.0.!.::!~ 
Business: .S.:: 0.-:f. r;,c;;!?. ,0.,r:,/:.. .£.. ":.:?.., .. ,?vc. J11c 

Date:.f?. 0,-?L/.J. ............... .. 



~ / 0 . 
I am... :.:LS:,\C';[ ...... 'f., ..... b.v.:\ ..... 

As.pari of a growing number of Peruvian~Ar11ericans living and working ih Los Angeles we are 
excited to be culturally Included in this great city. Hollywood is an important City to Los Angeles 
and to the world. Peruvians have a historic tie to Hollywood with large waves of Immigrants 
coming to Vine Street and being part of the Hollywood mural. We are a unique community with 
a culturally diversity that mirrors that of Los Angeles. 

Hollywood Is going through many changes and many are positive. The changes are happening 
visually, culturally and economically and Peruvians living In the area have had a front row seat 
to these changes. We want to help preserve the magic, the glamour and historical significance 
that Hollywood has always had. 

We are part of the solution. People who live in Los Angeles know what Hollywood really looks 
like on a day-to-day basis. We have tourists who have a vision of what Hollywood Is and we 
want to make sure that anyone who comes to Hollywood gets the Hollywood experience. We 
are here to help enhance the look of this iconic city, preserve its historical remnants and move It 
forward to compete In the 21st Century Globalized and interconnected world which we are living 
in today. 

I fully support the "Peru Village" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood neighborhood in my city 
of Los Angeles will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and hard-working Peruvian 
Community. 

I am Peru Village LA and I hope you are tool Big change starts with a vision and the community. 
It takes a village, Peru Village. 

Phone # ... :?.f:!-} .. ~:.3..J:..!.:: . .Jf?..P.:..I ............. . 

/}.._/' It? 1) 3 Date ................................. . 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area in Los 
Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at 
Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that 
forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But it can 
offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an important 
cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of its country of origin and its strong 
nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization 
of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well 
deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism in 
this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a 
community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian 
American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the 
proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark in Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to 
every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of 
Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time 
and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so 
will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood 
neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and 
hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Date: ............................................... .. 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area in Los Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But it can offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an important cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of its country of origin and its strong nowadays economy, will be a magnet tor tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism in this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark in Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and hard-working Peruvian Community. 

Sincerely, 

s;'"''"~ .......... ·~·······~············· N•m~.f.C 1/ce~<af:?~ ;7'-. 
Bus· s Name Tl-:tf!1.. ........ r/r..?. ... £7.1!1 ..... V..I.:f:. .. : ........................................... . 
Address ... 6.2..0.fi... ...... .J'ao..l:r. .... /2Jon !ret 
f.:f1.. ....... (f.!.. ............. if.0?.~J..FJ.................... Date: .. Ae.6.: .. d.S .. ,Q.C?./3.. 



To whom it may concern, 

The Peruvian Community proposes to designate the first Peruvian geographic area in Los Angeles, to be named "Peru Village". 
With this letter, I affirm my support the "Peru Village" official designation at the proposed area at Vine St., between Melrose Ave. & Sunset Blvd. in Hollywood. 
As an Angelino I proudly embrace the cultural inclusion in Los Angeles of every community that forms part of one of this city, which is one of the most multicultural cities in the world. 

"Hollywood is a unique place that live up to their stereotypes, right down to the sign. But it can offer a whole lot more Said "NY Times" and I believe that "Peru Village" will add an important cultural ingredient that will attract more visitors to this area. 

I believe that "Peru Village" with the golden ancient history of its country of origin and its strong nowadays economy, will be a magnet for tourism, and can contribute towards the revitalization of the "Peru Village" proposed area, as well as the US economy. 
Obtaining the "Peru Village" name will be an important step for this thriving community, a well deserved recognition to a hispanic culture in LA, an opportunity to promote Cross-Culturalism in this ever-growing Kaleidoscope in Los Angeles, an opportunity to bring the power that a community of businesses can offer, generating new jobs, new investments, the Peruvian American buying power focused in our Hollywood neighborhood, and endless possibilities to the proposed area. 

"The Chinese Theater" the most visited landmark in Hollywood nowadays, is a must go place to every tourist that comes to Hollywood. The Chinese Theater does not change the concept of Hollywood itself but adds more to the Hollywood experience by taking the tourist to a tour in time and space. Peru Village also will add more magic to the Hollywood experience, and by doing so will help increase the number of people coming to visit us. 

For these reasons, I fully support the "Peru Village" initiative, and hope that my Hollywood neighborhood in my city of Los Angeles, will welcome the cultural inclusion of the thriving and hard-workingPeruv'an Community. 

Sincerely, !lie ~ 
• •· < 12- ~· /2._) s''"""rn .... ~P~•• ... B; J!i . oiJJfjdcZ-

Business Name d.a. .... ~(ja.,.&:?~tp.U..L.~ ................................... . 
Address62'(;;L.:S..~.?.:.~~A 

jEv..!wa.&,.di!S .... 4.::tcJo.k:.s. .. ?" 4 Date: .. Pi?.~ ... ?.5 ... £P!,_3 ........ 
jllt?3?' 


